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Acoustic impulse response library

This amazing user-submitted IR set includes five (5!) sampling pieces of Lo-Fi Sprig reverb gear by Joe Gore. This is what Joe says about this special set: I have the IR of my favorite lo-fi spring reverb. Three are guitar amplifiers and two are inexpensive rack-mounted spring units. All IRs were written back to the pro tool in stereo as a pair of AKG414s after sweeping the sin to the
front end of the device (e.g. as well as the reverb section). My personal fave is Baldwin Professional, a terrible late 60s solid state amp with too cake and thought reverb, it contaminates everything in contact. I've used this one on record by Tom Waits, PJ Harvey, Eels, Tracy Chapman and others (Willie Nelson, for some irresponsible reason, is a longtime sticker of this terrible
amp). Magnatone's verb is much darker and warmer, although there are also cakes. (Magnatone was a small California manufacturer in the 50s and 60s; Magnaton users included Buddy Holly, a pop staple, and Ronnie Mack). Silverface Fender Super Reverb is bright and splashy - your classic guitar springs' verb. (Contrary to conventional wisdom, I prefer the sound of this
particular amp to most pre-CBS Black Face super I've met). Tubeworks Real Tube Reverb is a spring box with a surprisingly rich sound. The Furman RV-1 ton is unpleasant, brutal and long. Have Fun, Joe Gore - San Francisco, USA Published: Friday, 13 September 2013 11:24 Professor Patrick Naylor launched the website (www.acousp.org - Acoustic Signal Processing
Database Resources), entered from Professor Walter Kellerman, in which Existential Room Impulse Response (RIR) database collection. These collections are especially important in the area of acoustic signal processing when optimizing and comparing different algorithms. The intent of the Web site is to provide recommended specifications for documenting these databases, to
include links to available data, and to provide related documentation. Contributed to the drafting of a list of known RIR databases. You can find this list on the following or on the AbouSP website: If you know of any other collections available, report them to Professor Naylor and mention them on your blog. Non-public database MARDY (York's Multi-Channel Acoustic Echo
Database) Database Website: sap/resources/mardy-multichannel-acoustic-reverberation-database-at-york-database/ Data: sap/uploads/data/MARDY.rardoc: AIR (Aachen Impulse Response) Database Website: Data: Document: C4DM (Digital Music Center) RIR Database (Queen Mary, University of London) Data: Article: Open Air Library Website: Data: Pseudo: SPACE-NET
(currently included in open air library) ---- Commercial Database ALTIVERB-Audioease (Commercial-Purchase Required) WAVES IR Library (currently included in open air library) Commercial -Purchase Required - Files in Proprietary Format*) AVID - TL Space Impulse Response Library (Commercial - Purchase Required - Proprietary Format *) * Plug-ins are required to extract
IR's in .wav format * Plugins are good eco-thieves and commercial all free, there are many libraries featuring online impulse response, These impressive recording audio ease has been made for the Altiverb Reverb plugin. But there is something beyond all these options, at least in terms of research and acoustic exploration. It is called OpenAIR (Open Acoustic Impulse Response),
a collective IR library that aims to provide a centralized, feature-rich and future-proof online resource for anyone interested in auditory and acoustic impulse response data. Supported by the Arts and Humanities Research Council and run by Audiolab at the University of York, OpenAIR has a record of creative public licenses that allow contributors around the world to use most of
their licenses for impulse response, allowing them to download files as well as listen to demos and learn about the details of captured recordings, places and buildings, which can capture many of the interesting capture and sonic characteristics in an architectural environment. You can visit the website for download, and there is also a contributor registration method to share your
impulse responses. Creating sound suitable for artificial spaces, especially in outdoor venues, is always a challenge. We have a hard time setting up dry sources outside because reverbs and echoes are so diverse and confusing that it's almost impossible to create a real sound outdoor space with algorithmic ribs and delays. However, physically setting the source outside can
contribute significantly to making every outdoor scene much more reliable. I just want to find a solution because the outdoors is so important not only for gaming, but for all media. We set out to create an outdoor impulse response library, capturing all the finer nuances that create a reverb acoustic experience; Pull to a deeper setting without disturbing the audience. The method of
recording impulse responses has come a long way. There are many ways to record impulses. Impulse (or bangs), sweeps, and sequential noise. Sweep, the most common method of recording impulse responses these days, was experimented with to record outdoor responses. Unfortunately, however, even after carrying the speakers from deep snow to remote mountainous
areas, we found that they did not work mainly outdoors for two reasons. First you need a lot of amplified power (!) to convert sweeps from a distance to get a good signal-to-noise ratio. Second, there may not be a reverb tail that can be easily turned off for more than 10 seconds without disturbing noise long enough to fire an entire sweep outdoors. We did a lot of testing and with
the miscalculatation of sweep-to-impulse, we ended up using the basic principle of recording a bang. We had the same problem here: the bang is just a bang. Some are bigger, some are quieter (think popping balloons versus shelling). Some have very strong characters leading to certain frequency responses and envelopes of frequencies that potentially need to be avoided. In the
end we used a 9mm pistol. After analyzing the shots, there was some FFT processing to get as neutral as possible. However, recording from a greater distance, as we did, proved to be the best solution. To increase flexibility, we needed a very quiet place to record these IRs, so we had to record them during the winter. It should be below freezing, so there will be no sound of
water falling from melting ice or any other random background noise. Of course, all animals are much quieter during the winter and there are fewer people walking their dogs or hiking around. Denoising is something to avoid because it produces artifacts that are so audible in this regard. Frozen temperatures also bring their particular characters to reverberation: when it's too
snowy, the acoustics weaken to an amount not available (basically no reverb at all). If the surface is too hard, the reverberation is somehow harsh and unsatisfactory. It took us a considerable amount of time to travel, hike, and wait for the right weather to capture the impulse response we wanted. All together we were aiming for a long, natural tail, seven months for this collection,
two months of testing and location scouting, four months of travel and records, and a month to post-process those records on available flexible IR. In some areas it was simply not able to get any more distance between the impulse source and the microphone, surprisingly for some it was simply better and more useful having less distance, resulting in a minimum distance of 4
meters. Most of them are 30 or 50 meters. This is also the result of a rather long impulse reaction that changes between 2 seconds and 10 seconds. Some Best Practices: Using Impulse Response in Close Mic Recording However, if the dry source sound is far away, it is more realistic when some runtime processing is applied. This can help you create a more immersive
experience than simply using a 100% wet filling response. Use high-cut and low-cut to simulate some distance before the impulse response reverb. For obvious visual sound obstacles in gaming environments such as walls, vehicles, and other larger objects that reflect sound, you should set a delay line before the impulse response reverb to make the sound source more realistic
in the room. Using Wwise reflections is a great solution to do this at run time, and these reflections must be routed or mixed through convolution reverb. For rifles in particular, it makes sense to supply only spikes or short snap sounds to the convolution reverb, which is mostly already equipped with a lot of initial reflections and tails. These spikes must be pre-processed and EQ
handled according to the firearm. It is much more realistic and available. In this Wwise convolution package, you'll get 69 of the best outdoor impulse responses, from urban and industrial settings surrounding fields to lush forests, mountains and canyons. Here are some demonstrations of how these sounds work: We look forward to hearing these in action so if you like, let them
know when you use them. Feedback and comments are always welcome of course, so don't hesitate to contact us. We hope your project will create a set of impulse responses that benefit and make it more acoustically convincing. Boom Library Outdoor Impulse Response is available with the Wwise Convolution Reverb plug-in. Listen to some examples: Yes:
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